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Abstract. In this paper we study the statistical properties of the reconstructed
object wavefunction of a weak phase-amplitude object from two low-dose image
intensity distributions . The images are obtained by successively illuminating the
object coherently by plane quasi-monochromatic waves which make different
angles with the optical axis . The case is discussed for isoplanatic conditions and
one lateral dimension. Explicit expressions of the mean and variance of the
reconstructed wavefunction are presented in terms of the illumination dose . The
low spatial frequencies which were hardly retrievable in the method based on two
defocused images obtained under axial illumination are accessible in this
approach .

1 . Introduction
The image formed in an electron microscope is the result of the interaction of the

electron beam with the specimen . Two types of interaction can be distinguished : in
elastic scattering the specimen is not internally excited, whereas in inelastic
scattering the internal energy of the specimen increases . Inelastic scattering often
manifests itself as radiation damage caused by the breaking of chemical bonds . It is
difficult-if not impossible-to deduce high-resolution (a few nanometers) details
from the inelastically scattered electrons . So, from the point of view of image
evaluation they contribute to the noise, very roughly speaking . The elastically
scattered electrons produce information on the specimen structure . The inelastically
scattered electrons can be eliminated from the image process in the conventional
transmission electron microscope by means of an energy-filter lens . There are two
mechanisms by which electrons may not reach the image plane : the (inelastically
scattered) electrons are filtered away or are intercepted by an aperture in the system .
They give rise to amplitude contrast in the image . The non-intercepted elastically
scattered electrons produce the phase contrast in the image .

Yet the inelastic electrons give rise to complications because of the radiation
damage they cause, in particular to biological specimens . To keep this radiation
damage within a prescribed bound, it is necessary to lower the intensity of the
electron beam . The electron dose has to be a compromise between the requirements
of minimal radiation damage and sufficient signal-to-noise ratio for subsequent
image interpretation . Because of the low dose, the images are now a realization of a
stochastic process. We only take the quantum noise into consideration because of its
dominance and its fundamental importance . Other noise sources, such as current
fluctuations in the lenses or mechanical vibrations, are neglected .
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The object wavefunction, i .e . the wavefunction in a plane immediately behind
the object, is related most directly to the structure to be observed [1] . In the first
paper of this series [2], explicit equations have been derived for the object
wavefunction under the assumptions of weak objects, isoplanicity of the optical
system and negligible noise . This paper is an extension of [2] to the case where the
noise in the measurements is taken into account . As in [2], we restrict our discussion
to one lateral dimension and to a conventional transmission electron microscope
(CTEM) . In particular, we present in this paper the reconstruction of the object
wavefunction from two low-dose images with different tilt angles 0, and specify its
probability distribution in terms of the statistics of the stochastic images .

Oblique illumination was first applied in electron microscopy by Scherzer in his
famous study of the resolution limit [3] . To reduce the influence of noise, Hoppe [4]
and Scherzer [5] suggested that low-dose micrographs be made with tilted
illumination from different directions . The features of tilted beam imaging have
been the subject of numerous papers (see the review by Hawkes [6]) . For the
relationship with holography, see Wade [7] .

The object wavefunction can also be reconstructed from two defocused images
obtained with axial illumination . For low-dose imaging, this method has the
disadvantage of having a very small contrast transmission function for the low
frequencies of the object phase function . Depending on the dose, the registered
image contains little information about these frequencies . One consequence is an
increased noise variance of the reconstructed object wavefunction [8] . This
complication may be overcome by using a tilt-pair of micrographs . In this paper the
low-dose performance of this method is studied . We follow the presentation and
notation of [2] . The basic equations that govern the image formation will first be
recapitulated .

2. Recapitulation of the basic equations
In this section we recapitulate the well-known basic equations of the imaging

process (see [2] and references therein) . As in [2] we present the analysis for one
lateral dimension only . The extension to two lateral dimensions is straightforward
for an isoplanar optical system with square diaphragms . We assume that the weak
phase-amplitude object .is coherently illuminated by a plane electron wave of
wavelength A. In travelling through the object, the wavefronts are distorted . The
object wavefunction, i .e . the wavefunction in a plane immediately behind the object,
is given by

Uo(xo)= Uo(xo) exp [y(xo)],

	

(1)

where U'(x o) is the object wavefunction when there is no object present, and

Ax.) = irl(xo) -f(xo) .

	

(2)

The real functions i and f denote the phase shift and amplitude attenuation,
respectively, of the electron wave due to the object . For weak objects the exponential
in equation (1) can be approximated by the first two terms of its Taylor expansion ;
this leads to

Uo(xo)= Uo(xo)[1 +y(xo)] .

	

(3)

In the figure we distinguish three planes : the object plane, the diffraction plane (exit
pupil) and the image plane . We assume the optical system to be isoplanitic .
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The different planes in the CTEM imaging system .

The relation between the wavefunction in the image plane U ;(x l ) and the object
wave function U0(x,,) is given by

U;(x1)=
L

K(xo -xl)U0(x o)dxo ,

	

(4)

where K(x (,-x1) is the amplitude transmission function of the microscope which
contains the aberrations of the system :

K(xo -x1)=
J

exp[-iO(~)-27[i(xo -x1)f]d~,
a

(5)

where 4(~) is the aberration function in the exit pupil, and ~ is the coordinate in the
exit pupil measured in units of F, the focal length of the imaging system . In the object
plane xo is measured in units of 2, and in the image plane x 1 is measured in units of
MA, withM the (lateral) magnification .

It has been assumed that the illuminating plane wave has its propagation
direction tilted by an angle B with respect to the optical axis . By choosing the origin of
the coordinate system in the object plane, we can write for the object wavefunction in
the absence of an object :

U'(x o) = exp (- 2xixo sin 0) .

	

(6)

We assume that only the elastically scattered electrons contribute to the image . This
can be achieved by an energy filter lens which removes the inelastically scattered
electrons .

The quantity to be determined is the object wavefunction using the intensity
distribution in the image plane (or other planes in the optical system) . The intensity
distributions yield only the modulus squared of the wavefunction in the pertinent
plane, which leaves us with a phase problem. This problem will be solved here for the
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special approximation of a weak phase-amplitude object . The image wavefunction
can then be written as

Ui(x1)=Ub g(X1)+
J

o K(xo - x1)y(xo)Ua(xo)dxo,

	

(7)

where Ubg is the background wavefunction (i .e . the image wavefunction when no
object is present),

Ubg(x l)=JK(xo _xi)U'o(x o)dxo .

	

o (8)
Q

Neglecting higher-order terms in y, we can now write for the squared modulus of the
image wave function

Ui(x1)U*(x1) ^-' 1 + Ug(xl) JK(xo -x1)y(xo)Uo(xo ) dxo +c .c .,

	

(9)
ffo

where c.c. denotes the complex conjugate of the preceding term . This neglect of
higher-order terms is consistent with the weak object approximation in equation (3) .
Here we have used the property IUbg(xl)I=1, which readily follows from equations
(8) and (5) . Defining the wavefunction in the exit pupil Up (~),

Up(~) =
J

o y(xo)exp [-i.O(~)-2xcixo(~+sin0)] dxo,

	

(10)
0

equation (9) can be written as

Ui(x 1 )U*(x1 )=1+Ubg(xt )
J
Up(~)exp(2nix 1 ~)d~+c.c .

	

(11)
Q

Until now, the equations have been similar to those in [2] . In the next section we
consider the quantum noise in the observed images .

3. The stochastic image process
In the deterministic case, i .e. for imaging with an infinite number of electrons,

the observed image is proportional to Ui(x l )U*(x1 ), as in equation (9) . The low-dose
images, however, are a realization of a stochastic process . In this section we
characterize this (shot) noise process .

The probability that an electron emitted by the source will arrive in area ai (the
lth segment) of the image plane is given by :

Pt=c
J

dx l l Ui(xl)I 2 ,

	

( 12)
a,

where c is a normalization constant . When the electron is neither absorbed by the
energy filter nor removed by the imaging system (apertures), the probability of it
arriving somewhere in the image plane must be equal to unity . From this it follows
that c is equal to co 1

In equation (12) it has been assumed that the intensity of the electron source is so
weak that the (electron) wave packets of the successively emitted electrons do not
overlap, the electrons do not interact with one another, so that we have to consider
only one-electron wavefunctions . Under these conditions the electron source is a
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Poisson source [9], and the number of emitted electrons nT during the exposure time
T is a random variable with a Poisson distribution :

P{nT =k}=exp(- t T)(2sT)"/k!, k=0, 1,2, . . .,

	

(13)

where ~s is the mean number of emissions per second .
It can be shown [8] that the number of electrons n, that arrive in image area a,

during the exposure time T is also a Poisson-distributed random variable with
distribution

P{n,=k}=exp (_A TP,)(A TP,) k/k!, k=0,1,2,.... (14)

The image registration is performed by applying Whittaker-Shannon sampling
in the image plane : the image is divided into N non-overlapping cells ; N is the
Shannon number, defined as N=2a oa, where a, and a are as shown in the figure .
There is a factor of 2 in the definition of N because the bandwidth of the intensity
distribution is twice the bandwidth of the corresponding wavefunctions . A detector
counts the number of electrons that arrive in the image cells, so the recorded image
consists of the array of counts n=(n 1i n2 , . . ., nN) . In [8] it is proved that the
n,s (le{1, . . . , N}) are statistically independent random variables with probability
distribution given by equation (14) . The stochastic image process is characterized by

N

P{nl, n 2 , . . ., nN} _ fl exp (-A1)(A1)°'/n,!,

	

(15)
~=1

where A, is given by (using equations (12) and (11))

A,,=aa 1AsT
fal

d1 C 1 + Ubg(xl) J
a J

,Up(g) exp (27rix1~) d~+c.c .

	

(16)

and a, is the `area' of the lth image element .
Our next step will be to determine the image wavefunction from the recorded

.images .

4 . Calculation of the object wavefunction
In this section we determine the object wavefunction from two low-dose images

with different tilt angles 0 . We assume that the apertures in the exit pupil, the object
plane and the image plane are symmetric . We shall transform the integer data values
n, into new random variables ss", by subtracting the background intensity and scaling,
as follows (hereon we use the hat symbol to denote random variables) :

s,=N(~5T)-1(ni-~STN-1), le{[ - 2

	

2

	

2 ,[-ZN]+1,. . .,[4-N]} .

	

(17)

With equation (17) we obtain a representation of the image by the sample values
s(l/4/3) (denoted by s, ) . (The data n, are integers . Therefore the number of significant
decimal places in st is governed by the value of N(A s T) -1 . Further decimal places are
beyond retrieval and will be discarded .) For the mathematical expectation value s, of
s,, we have that

E{ss",}=s,=Nao 1 f al

	

Up(~)exp(27rixlg)d~+c .c.],

	

(18)J a,

	

Q

where a, is the interval l/4f-(8/3)-l<,x,<1/4/3+(8/3)-1 .
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The Fourier transform e(c) of the transformed data values is (assuming N to be
odd)

[-+N]
e( ) = Y s j exp - 27Ci

l
c

	

(19)
_ -[fN]

	

4#

where we have taken into account that e(~) has bandwidth 2$. (A factor of (4$) -1 is
usually inserted in front of the summation . We do not do so here because of
undesirable side-effects in the approximation of the characteristic function of e(~)
(see the Appendix) . The reason for choosing N odd is based on the symmetry of the
aperture with respect to the optical axis and our desire to maintain 1 = 0 as a sampling
point.) For reasons of convenience we define here the function e(~) for a continuum
of values of ~ . In practice equation (19) will be calculated using a fast Fourier
transform, which yields c(' k ) for a discrete set of bk values . As is discussed in the
Appendix, this discrete representation has the advantage of consisting of uncor-
related random variables . When we have to perform explicit calculations with the
e(~) function we shall return to this discrete representation . The function e(c) is a
complex stochastic function, the properties of which are studied in the Appendix .
Before calculating the expectation function of e(~) by substituting equation (18) in
equation (19), we express the functions Ubg and Ubg as Fourier integrals using
equations (5), (6) and (8) :

where the function Ubg is given by

Ubg(x 1)=
J

ubg(~)exp(2ni~x 1 )d~,

	

(20)
Q

00
ubg( )=

	

dx o exp [-0( )-2xixo( + sin 0)] .

	

(21)

With equations (20) and (18) we can write for the expectation value of e( ), by
interchanging summation and integration,

E{~( )}=Na 1' d "
J

d '{ubg(")UP(')~exp[-2xi(l/4$) ]
Ja

	

Q

	

~

x
fat

dx1 exp [2tcix 1(' - c")] -~ u (") Up(') Y exp [ - 2~i(l/4fl) ]
a,

	

I

x

	

dx 1 exp [-2xix1('- ")] } .

	

(22)
f at

We perform the integrations over x 1 and insert the approximation (valid if N>> 1)
[}N]

exp[-2xi(l/4$)( + '±c")]^_4I ( + '±c"),

	

(23)
I= - [+N]

which enables us to carry out the integration over " .
We obtain an equation in the unknown U, (note that 4$Na. 1 =16$2) :

E{e()}=16/i2sinLrz
/3)-1]

	

d(,[Ubg(,-c)UP(')
s+

+Ubg(- '+ )Up(- ')] .

	

(24)
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As the integration over " extends from -$ to /3, the delta function can only become
non-zero in the range -/3+ ~ < ~' < fl + ~ .

Equation (24) is in fact equation (18) of [2], apart from the sinc function in front
of the integral sign . The expectation function E{c(c)} is not known to us, we only
have one realization of e(e) . Therefore we have to solve Up(~) from the expression

e( )=16fZsin
[n(4/3)	1]

f~+ dl;' [ubg( ,- )Up( ') Fubg(- '+ )Up(- c ')] • (25)

For the reconstruction of the wavefunction of a phase-amplitude object, one image is
not sufficient . Therefore we take another exposure, with a different setting of the tilt
angle 0 of the illumination . The two exposures, with tilt angles Wand 0', are denoted
by the superscripts I and II respectively .

Equation (25) is a linear Volterra integral equation of the first kind with stochastic
driving function . The solution of equation (25) also becomes a stochastic function,
the properties of which will depend on the stochastic properties of a as the kernel of
the integral equation is deterministic . Therefore we first examine the probability
distribution of the forcing function e(). In the Appendix it is shown that, to a good
approximation (for not too few electrons per sample cell), the probability distri-
bution of c is (complex) gaussian with its mean equal to the true, deterministic
function, and a (nearly) constant variance N2() T) -1 . This variance is a microscope
parameter, because its value depends only on the illumination dose and the
resolution (area of the sample cell) .

Now we turn to the integral equation to be solved, equation (25) . First we
examine the function Ubg occurring in equation (25). From equation (21) we obtain,
for ubg arising from the symmetric aperture in the object plane,

sin [2nd( + sin 0)]
ubg( ) = exP[ -i~( )]

	

n(~+sin0)

	

(26)

As d>> 1, equation (26) becomes approximately

ubg() ^-, exp [-i4 ()] 5( + sin 0) .

	

(27)

Substituting equation (27) in equation (25), we obtain

6( )=16/32
Sin [rc(4#)-1] J P+4

d~'{exp[iO(~'-~)]S(~'-~+sin0)Up(~')

+exp[-i4(- '+~)]5(- '+ +sin0)Up(- ')} .

	

(28)

If l;>0, the integration interval of ~' extends from -/3+~ to P . Carrying out the
integration, restricting the tilt angles 0 such that sin 01 < /3, we obtain for exposure I
with tilt-angle 0 = 0' (if sin 01 > /3 we are in the regime of dark-field imaging which is
notoriously non-linear)

c1(~)=16/32
sin[ic~~#)-1]

{exp[i~(-sin0)]Up(~-sin0)H(-~+/3+sin0)

+exp[-i4(-sin0)]U, (-~-sin0)H(-~+#-sin0)}, c>0 . (29)
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If ~<0, the integration interval of ~' extends from -/3 to /3+~, and carrying out the
integration we obtain

sin [tt~(4/3)-1]
i~( ) =16/32	{exp [io( - sin 0)] Up( - sin 0)H(~ + /3- sin 0)

To determine Up(~) in equation (10) on the interval Isin0"l I has to
exceed 2$, as can be straightforwardly checked from equations (29) and (30) .
However, large values of Isin 0 1 are impractical because of charging of the apertures .
Therefore, we choose the lowest admissible value of Isinfl, i .e. IsinO"I=2$ .
Choosing sin 0' to be 2/3, we obtain from equation (29),

I

	

2 sin [7G~(4/3)-1]

	

1

	

I

	

1

	

1

	

3e( )=16/3	exp[ii(-if)]Up(~-4$), z$ <, ~Vz$,

	

(32)

from which we can estimate UP in the interval [0, /3] to be

Ug( )=(26)^1 sinL(±
/3)~/3)11]exp[-z~(-4$)]6'( +2~), 0,<~5/3 . (33)

We could also estimate UP (- ~ --I#) in the interval [ - Z $, -2 $] but this would give
nothing new because of the symmetry properties of e, being the Fourier transform of
a real function . When we take the second exposure with sin 0' equal to -2/3, we
obtain (see equation (30)) :

where the upper signs and the superscript I apply to the case 0 5 5 /3, and the lower
signs and the superscript II to -$<~`0 . From equations (32) and (34) it is clear
that the highest-frequency component of e we can use in calculating Up is equal to
±Z/3 . Therefore we shall treat a as a band-limited function with bandwidth equal to
3$. Applying Whittaker-Shannon sampling in the image plane, we have the
Shannon number N' now equal to -fro.;N' is assumed to be odd in the computations
(this assumption is made only for convenience) . This corresponds to a sampling

sin [7r~($)
-1 ]P l (

	

UP(~+2/), - $ ~,< - 2/3,) =16/3 2

	

exp [ii(4$)] (34)

from which

Up(

it follows that Up in the interval [-/3, 0] is given by

)=(2a)-' (~-2fl)()()-11 eXp[-i (4$)l '( -2/3), -/3,<~`0 . (35)

From

Q

J o

the

sin

definition of Up in equation (10), we have that

y(xa ) exp [ - 2itix o( ± 2 /3)] dxo

l ±sin L(

	

#)4Q)1 1] exp [ids()-io(+4$)]6"( ±2$), (36)=(2Q)~

+exp[-i4(-sin0)]U, (-~-sin6)H(c+/3+sing){, ~<0 . (30)

In equations (29) and (30), H is Heaviside's

1,

unit step function, defined as

t>0,
H(t)= 2, t=0, (31)

0, t<0 .
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distance of (3#)-1 in the image plane . Due to this larger sampling distance ((3p)-1 as
opposed to (4fl) -1), we obtain a higher signal-to-noise ratio for the data values n, with
the same electron dose . Equation (9) takes the form

[+N'1
e( )= Y s",exp -2ni

l

	

,

	

(37)
1=-[IN']

	

3$ /

where ss", denotes the sample value ss"(l/3$) with lc-{- [-11 1V], -[ZN']+1, . . ., [ZN']} .
(This s, is not to be confused with s, in equation (17)!) . The sine function in equation
(28) will now read 3$(nl:)- 1 sin [n~(3 fl) -1 ], and with this modification equation (36)
is also appropriate for the sampling distance (3$)

-1 .

Inverse Fourier transformation of both sides of equation (36) yields, after
carrying out the integration over ~ on the left-hand sides ;

exp (niix o)

	

y(xo) exp (-2ni$xo)
sin [n/(xo-xo)]

do
n o

	

0J

	

(X-X')

= ( !2a) -1 eXp [ - i4 (-ifi)]
e	 n( + f3)(3~)-1 1 exp [ii(~)+2nix oc]f o sin [n(~+-fl)(3#) ]

x e'(~+--fl) d~, (38a)

sin n x -x'
exp (-ni$x a)

f1T .
y(xo) exp (2ni$xo)	

n($(°x
o) °)] dxo

= (za) -1 exp [-i~(i~)]
f

0	 n(- 2 1jj)() -11
_"sin

	

exp [i )+2nixaf]
[n(~-z~)(3~) ]

xe" 11(~-Zf3)dg .

	

(38b)

The information about the object present is contained in the function y . In general
this function is not band-limited . In the following analysis we will approximate y by a
band-limited function with bandwidth f3 . Extrapolating beyond the bandwidth
would increase the noise variance considerably . In fact, the left-hand sides of
equations (38) are filtered versions of y as frequency components above ?$ are cut off .

The band-limited approximation of y is denoted by y ; applying Whittaker-
Shannon sampling in multiples of fl - ' to the y function (in fact to y exp (- 2ni$x' ))
yields the representation of the y function by its M sample values (M= a.#) :

y(xo)exp(-2niflxo)= [~1 y
l sin [nfi(xo-lI#)]

	

(39)
1= - [#Ml

	

R

	

n$(xu - l/$)

Substituting equation ( 39) in equation (38 a), using the orthonormality property of
the sine-functions

+° sin [n$(x' -l/$)] sin [n$(x,-k/fl)]
dx = ~-l ak,i~f _~ nfl(xo-l/fl)

	

n$(x' -k/fl)

	

o

we obtain, sampling xo also in multiples of f3 -1 :

(40)

Z

	

M

	

n(ao1k+2Il)(3fl) -1
y

	

=(-1)1exp[-i (-ia)]N
k= sin [n(ao 1k+ifl)(3$)-1]

x exp [io(ao 1 k)+2ni(oofl)-1kl]el(ao'k+Z$) .

	

(41 a)
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Strictly speaking, the sinc-functions are only orthonormal in an infinite interval, but
here a° is large compared to the wavelength, so that we have orthonormality in good
approximation . On the right-hand side of equation (41 a) we used the discrete
representation of c discussed in the Appendix . In the same way, we obtain from
equation (38b) for the sampling points half-way between the previous sampling
points,

y 1 +1 =-i(-1)~exP[-i~(il4)]N,-1
	 ~(Q°'k-zfl)(3fl)-1

(f; 2/i)

	

k=-MSin[7r(ao 'k - 2N)(3N)
-1 ]

xexp [i4(a . 1k)+27ti(c°fl)-'k(l+2)]2"(a°'k-il) .

	

( 41 b)

In equations (41) we have an estimate for y with bandwidth equal to fl . We now
investigate the stochastic properties of the expressions for y . From equations (17),
(19) and (A 16) we have that

E{y(m/2fl)}=y(m/2f3), me{-M,-M+1, . . ., M} .

	

(42)

Next we calculate the variance of y . According to the Appendix, the variables a(~k )
and b(~ k) (the real and imaginary parts, respectively, Of 4c0) are gaussian variables
with variances (to a good approximation) :

172(a(~J)=(A,T)-'N' [~] cos2(27t31
/~ 0 ~= 1

2 (ATT)1N '2, k~ 00 ,

I= [-IN']

	

Y o

	

( s
(43)

2

	

1

	

[~"]

	

2

	

l k __ z(A T) - 'N' Z , k00,
a (b(hk))=(AST)- N

	

sin 27t--I =[--tN']

	

3 f3 a° )

	

t
0

	

, k=0.

Therefore the real and imaginary parts of y(m/2 f3) are also gaussian-distributed
variables with mean given by equation (42) and variances given by (the calculation of
the variance of the real part is presented, the variance of the imaginary part is
calculated in the same way) given by

m t
a2(Re {Y(m/2l)})=N_Z E

	

7r(Q°'k+i#)(3fl)-1

	

2

k = o sin[7t(6o'k+il3)(3~)-1 ]

x {cos t [0(ao 'k)-4(-Zl)+27t(2Q °l) -1 km]a2(a(co'k))

+sin2 [4(Qo ' k)- (- fi)+27t(2Q°f~)-'km]QZ(b(~0'k))} . (44)

As the first factor in equation (44) is close to unity, we have to a good approximation
(using equation (43)) that

a2(Re {Y(m/2 fl)})^-2M( T)-1

	

(45 )

The variance of the imaginary part of the reconstructed object wavefunction is also
equal to the right-hand side of equation (45) . We see that the variances depend only
on the dose, the number of electrons available per cell of the reconstructed
wave function .

5 . Conclusions
This paper represents a different approach to characterizing statistically the

object wavefunction which is reconstructed from two low-dose intensity
distributions .
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In a previous paper [8] our considerations were based on two defocused images .
It turned out that the lower spatial frequencies of the object-phase structure are only
weakly transmitted, leading to large variances of the reconstructed phase part of the
object wavefunction . In practice, the alignment of the two defocused images is not
particularly easy . Therefore we studied an alternative approach consisting of the use
of two different tilts of the illumination . It is obvious that we can only reconstruct a
band-limited approximation of the object wavefunction . We obtained the following
results .

(1) An explicit expression for the object wavefunction was derived (equations
(39) and (41)) which was completely characterized in statistical terms ; in
particular the mean and variance were calculated . To a good approximation
the sample values of the reconstructed object wavefunction appeared to be
gaussian variables with mean equal to the true value and a constant variance,
depending on the electron dose .

(2) The alignment problem as it occurs in the method based on two defocussed
images appears to be less severe, as it is not necessary to subtract the two
images. Instead, we now have to manipulate the direction of the incident
beam . The results are not extremely sensitive to uncertainties in the
definition of the tilt axis .

(3) This method does not suffer from the weak transmission of the low spatial-
frequency part of the phase component of the object wavefunction, as noted
in the defocusing method [8] . This can be seen from equation (44) and the
subsequent text . The only experimental complication is that the incident
beam might charge the apertures. Then uncontrollable phase distortions
would occur, and the present analysis would no longer hold .
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Appendix
Here we derive the stochastic properties of the complex stochastic process e( )

defined in equation (19),
[}N]

e( ) _

	

i, exp - 21ri
l

	

,

	

(A 1)
l=[- N]

	

4/3

where N is an odd integer and s k are the sample values given by equation (17) :

s,=Ao 1(n,-A .), (A 2)

where we abbreviated the factor ),STN-1 by ~ 0 . The measurements (counted
electrons) i1, are Poisson-distributed random variables with parameter A,=A 0(1 +s,) .
The autocorrelation function R of the complex stochastic process defined in (A 1) is
given by

R( 1, 2)=E{e(S1)e#( 2)J=E{ Yss, •exp[-2xi4~(l~ 1 -l'l:2)]} .

	

(A3)
li
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We can rewrite this equation using the independence of the -h i s [8], and thus also of

the s 1 s, and equation (18) as

R(~1, b2) = Y E{s l}E{s l •} exp -27ri
4# (l~l - l'~2)

l, l
i'#l

+YE{si}exp 21ri4~ (~2 - ~ 1)
l

1
_ Y_ slsl • exp

	

27i4(l~l - l~2)
l, r [ -/

+Y(E{si} - si)exp 21ri4 (b2 - ~ 1
l /

=E{c(S1)}E{2*`(~2)}+Y(E{si}-s?)exp[27ri4~(~2-bl) I •

	

(A 4)
l

In the second term on the right-hand side of equation (A 4) the variance of ss" 1 appears .
Calculating this variance we obtain, using the property of Poisson-distributed
variables h l , E{ni}=2i +2, i

a2(sl) =E{si } -E2{s1} =E{2. 2(nl - X0)2} -si

=A0 2 [E{nt}-2E{nl})0+1 ]-sj =2 1(1+s1) .

	

(A 5)

As sl«1, we have to a good approximation that

o- 2 (sl) ^-' AO- ' .

	

( A 6)

With equation (A 6), we obtain for the autocorrelation function in equation (A 4)

R(~1,~2)=E{c(~1)}E{c*'(~2)}+~0'Yexp[2i(21r1 ~-~1)] •

	

(A 7)
l

The summation over 1 in equation (A 7) can be evaluated (by geometric series) as

[3N]

	

1 K

	

Sin[7EQo(S2 -S 1)]
1_[Y

N] exp 27ri4Q(52 - 1) -
sin [n(b2-S1)(4f)-1]

	

(A8)

This expression vanishes if b2-c1 is a multiple of a0 1 . Choosing sampling points
bk=ka0 1 , we find for the autocorrelation function R(~k ,'fm) that

R(4, ,,,)=E{c( k)}E{c * ( m)}+20 1N8k ,,,, .

	

(A 9)

For this choice of discrete values e(~k ) and kom are uncorrelated. This
situation will occur when we apply Whittaker-Shannon sampling in the exit pupil
(e.g . when calculating e by means of a fast Fourier transform algorithm) . This will
always be the case in practice . In the following analysis, we treat e for a continuum of
values, but keeping in mind its discrete representation when necessary .
We examine the characteristic function 4' (w) of e( ), because 4 (w) completely

determines the probability distribution of e(). Because of the transformation (A 2),
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it is convenient to start with the characteristic function of the discrete random
variable n, :

q5„,(w)=E{exp (iwn,)}= E exp (- A,) exp (iwk)),i/k!
k=0

=exp {A,[exp (iw)-1]} .

	

(A 10)

From equation (A 1) we have that

l
0,,(w) = E

f I
exp iw E s, exp - 27ri

4fl

	

(All)i

	

A .

Substituting equation (A 2) leads to

0.(w) = { exp
C
- iw exp

( -
27ri

4P

Z

	

)
+ iw~,o 1 nk exp

(-
2ni

4~
) } .

	

(A 12)
)i

Straightforward computation, making use of equation (A 11) and the fact that the n,
variables are statistically independent [8], yields

0.(w)=exp
(
-iwYexp

(
- 2zti

4# /

+ Y A, {exp[iw1exp(Ao

	

- 2ni
4fl

	

(A 13)

Fourier transformation of equation (A 13) yields the probability distribution of c(e) .
We restrict our attention, however, to the first two moments of this distribution
which can be calculated most easily from the logarithm of equation (A 13) . This
function, which is usually termed the second characteristic function, is given by

/jw) =1n 4.(w) _ - iwE exp
( -

21ri 4#
/i

+ E A, {exp
[
iwAo 1 exp

(-
2ni 4P (A 14)

i

The mean and variance of "e(~) are now obtained from the well-known properties (see
e .g . [10])

dw
t/i~(w)~w=o=iE{e( )},

(A 15)
d2
dwZ

°(w)W=O=-ozC .

We obtain for the expectation value of e(~)

E{ 2(I•) } = s, exp
(
- 2ni4a /

	

(A 16)
i

This relation has been used in the derivation of equation (22). We see that the
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expectation value of e(~) is equal to its true value, which proves that equation (A 1) is
an unbiased statistic .

To obtain the variance we proceed by defining the real functions a and b to be the
real and imaginery parts of e :

e(o =a(~)+ib(o .

According to equation (A 9)

E{a(~)} =a(~) and E{b(~)} =b(~) .

	

(A 18)

To compute the variances a2(a()) and Q 2(b()), we use equation (A 15) .
Straightforward computation results in

2(a( ))=A01 (1 +st) cos2 (27t
fli

(A 19)

QZ(b(S )) _ ~0 1 (1 + st) sin2 ( 27r4
)

.
i

From the definition of the variance of a complex random variable, we obtain for the
variance of 2(e) :

=E{IC(~)-E{~(S)}I2}=a'01 (1+S,) .

(A 17)

(A 20)

As the sample values si << 1, we can approximate equation (A 20) as

Q 2 (~(~)) ,~O 1 N,

	

(A 21)

so the variance of e(~) is to a good approximation equal to a microscope parameter
N2(AST)

_1 .

From equation (A 13) or (A 14), higher-order moments can also be calculated .
We shall not do so here, but instead we examine equation (A 13) . In electron
microscopy practice, k.>> 1, even for modest resolution requirements, as A,, denotes
the average number of electrons available per sampling cell . When ) >> 1 we can
approximate the term exp [iw.10 1 exp (-27ri~1/4$)] of equation (A 13) by the first
terms of its Taylor expansion,

0

	

4#
exp[iwi 'exp(-2761

/~
1+iw.10 1 exp~-27ri4~ ~-?w 2A0 2

x exp C - 47ti
4~3 /

. (A 22)

Substituting equation (A 22) into equation (A 13), we obtain for c,(w) to a good
approximation,

1

	

1

	

2

	

1Ojw) exp iw si exp - 27ti
4#

-z w ~0
i

X ~(1+si)exp(-41ri I )
J

. (A23)
i

From equation (A 23) the characteristic functions of the real part a(~) and the
imaginary part b(O of 40 are easily derived . These functions have the structure of
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the characteristic function of a gaussian random function with mean a(la) and b(1;)
with the variances given by (A 19) . From this we conclude that, to a good

approximation (if we restrict our attention to the two lowest-order moments, mean
and variance), e(c) is a gaussian random function with parameters given by equations
(A 16) and (A 21) .

On etudie, dans cet article, les proprietes statistiques de la fonction d'onde objet
reconstruite d'un objet a faibles variations de phase et d'amplitude a partir de deux
repartitions d'intensite image . Les images sont obtenues en eclairant successivement l'objet
d'une maniere coherente au moyen d'ondes planes quasi-monochromatiques qui font des
angles differents avec 1'axe optique . La discussion est presentee dans des conditions
d'isoplanetisme et pour une dimension laterale .

Des expressions explicites de la moyenne et de la variance de la fonction d'onde
reconstruite sont donnees en fonction de Is dose d'eclairage . Les inconvenients de la methode
de reconstruction de la fonction d'onde objet a partir de deux images defocalisees sont
pratiquement nuls pour la presente methode .

In dieser Arbeit untersuchen wir die statistischen Eigenschaften der aus gering dosierten
Bildintensitaten rekonstruierten Objektwellenfunktion eines schwachen Phasen-
Amplituden-Objekts . Die Bilder erhalten wir durch sukzessive koharente Beleuchtung des
Objekts mit quasimonochromatischen Wellen unter verschiedenen Winkeln zur optischen
Achse. Die Diskussion erfolgt fur Isoplanasie and eine laterale Dimension .

Fur Mittelwert and Varian der rekonstruierten Wellenfunktion werden explizite
Ausdriicke in Abhiingigkeit von der Beleuchtungsdosis angegeben . Die Nachteile des
Rekonstruktionsverfahrens fur die Objektwellenfunktion aus zwei defokussierten Bildem
treten bei dem hier untersuchten Verfahren nicht auf .
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